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Tutorial of the CLIME analysis portal 

CLIME (CLustering by Inferred Models of Evolution) is a statistical algorithm that partitions an input gene 

set of interest into distinct, evolutionarily conserved modules (ECMs), and then expands each module 

with genes sharing an inferred evolutionary history. This is a step-by-step tutorial that introduces the 

users how to use the online CLIME analysis portal. For demonstration, we apply CLIME to analysis of 7 

genes in the human WASH complex as an example. 

 
1. First we visit the CLIME portal in a web browser (www.gene-clime.org). The front page is shown below. 

It contains a brief description of CLIME algorithm and provides the links for submitting online CLIME jobs 

and downloading pre-computed CLIME outputs for about 1025 classically defined human pathways. To 

submit a CLIME job, we click the “Submit a CLIME job” button. 
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2. Results of the CLIME job will be emailed to the user.  Here we enter: 

1) Job name: used for future reference to this job. Enter: WASH complex 

2) Organisms: use dropdown menu to select which of 10 precomputed phylogenetic profile matrices 

to input. Select H. sapiens 

3) Gene list: list of input genes, with one gene symbol/Entrez ID per line. Entered names will be 

mapped to standard symbols using a static lookup table of gene aliases (NCBI Entrez ID, official 

gene symbol, other symbols listed in NCBI). Maximum 200 genes can be entered (users can 

analyze larger gene sets by downloading CLIME software available on the main web page). 

Enter the gene symbols: CCDC53 WASH1 KIAA0196 23325 FAM21A FAM21B FAM21C 

4) Notes: optional annotation to a CLIME job. Leave blank 

Next click box “I’m not a robot” and then “Submit CLIME job”. 
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3. The CLIME portal will validate the input gene symbols/IDs. If all genes exist in the selected organism, a 

CLIME job will be submitted to the cloud compute farm, and the browser will be directed to the page 

shown below. An email will be received upon job completion – typically within an hour. 

 

 
4. When the job is done, an email containing the link to the results will be sent to the user, shown 

below. 

 
 

5. The PDF file contains the visual representation of partitioning of the gene sets into ECMs, each 

ECM’s evolutionary model, and the symbols and phylogenetic profiles of the genes in the ECM. The 

text file contains the same information as the PDF file, and can be useful to view in Excel and to link 

gene symbols to other annotations (see Help). The detailed description of PDF output can be found in 

the first page on PDF file and in the Help page. 

 
For our example gene set, the PDF results show the input genes have been clustered into two 

Evolutionary Conserved Modules (ECMs), with one gene unclustered.  
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Zooming in on the gene names, we see: 

 
This shows that ECM1 contains four genes (KIAA0196, KIAA1033, CCDC53, WASH1), ECM2 contains 2 
genes that are paralogs to each other (FAM21A, FAM21C, note gray color indicates a paralog to another 
human gene), and one gene that is not clustered (FAM21B).   

 

The following pages expand on each ECM.  Below we show the visualization of ECM1. The ECM genes are 
shown in blue rows and genes with similar evolutionary histories (ECM+ genes) are shown in green/gray 
rows. The gene symbols are shown at left. 
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At the top of this page above is the pre-computed phylogenetic tree of species.  Red branches indicate 
places in evolution where the ECM genes have been lost.  The heatmap below shows one row per gene 
within the input gene list (ECM genes in blue, ECM+ predictions in green), and one column per species.  A 
blue or green or dark gray square indicates the gene’s homolog is present in that species based on BlastP 
(Expect < 1e-3), whereas light gray indicates no homolog exists.  This example shows that fungi have lost 
these WASH complex genes, along with several lineages of plants and protists.  The gene symbols are 
shown on the left.  Genes with paralogs in the reference species (human in this example) are indicated by 
the Paralog Group (PG) column on the left, and the second paralog of a paralog group have gene symbols 
shown in gray.  The green-to-gray color scale (legend top right) indicates the Log-likelihood ratio score, 
which measures the likelihood that the given gene shares the same evolutionary history as the blue ECM 
genes.   


